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Abstract: 

Recently Baye showed that sopersy»«etry can be applied to determine a shad low 
I- dependent potential phase equivalent to a deep potential, assumed to be 
energy-independent and having Pauii forbidden states (PFS), for a- a 
scattering. H e PFS are eliminated by th is procedure. The shallow potential 
has a r" singularity to allow the fulf i l lnent of a generalised Levkson 
theoren. 

Sock deep potentials are generated as cqtivalent local potentials (KIP) 
to the Resonating Croup Model (ItCSn by the V1B procedure of llor'.chi ami are 
generally energy-dependent. To e l imi iate this E-dcpeudence as rtsquired for 
the application of Baye's netkod, ve generate £-dependent, l e t E-independent, 
deep local potentials equivalent to the deep RGB • VKB local potential, by the 
exact inversion aetknd of Xarckeakn. fn this way vc fnlly preserve tbc 
spectrin including the PFS. Subsequently ve nse the supersytunetric »etbod, to 
el iainxte the PFS, ensuring that the generalized Levisson theoren i s 
satisfied. 

As an example ve apply this tithod to the veil known simple mode) of two 
dineutrons scattering in the MM, where the deep ELT of Horiuchi has a 
substantial energy-dependence and one PFS only for (-0. 
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1. Introduction 

Baye1' recently investigated the controversy between deep or shallov 

nucleus-nucleus potentials, a question also discussed in detail by Eoriachi1'. 

The Hcsonating Croup Model (RC8) approach to two cluster scattering provides 

pkase shifts which obey a aodified Levinson theoren3'. The Paali forbidden 

states (PFS) vhich occur in the nonlocal RGI interactions have to be taken 

into account in addition to the physical bound states (PBS) in this Modified 

Levinson theoren. It has been shown by Dorinchi 2' 4' that i t the VIB 

approximation deep equivalent local potentials (CLP) are obtained for the 

nonlocal Kt interactions, vhich i i addition to the PBS also have the PFS as 

bound states and therefore necessarily satisfy the generalized levinson 

theoreiu Tlteir real parts also show in general a smbstantial 

etergy-dependence and at aost a weak angular mc«entn« dependence. These 

potentials generally reproduce the MM phase shifts to a good approximation. 

Oo the other hand good f i t s to the saae data have been obtained employing 

shallow phenoacflological potentials, vhich are strongly /-dependent. As an 

illustration we refer to cw» scattering and the phenoeenological lli-Bodaer 

potentials 5^. Hovever they have the disadvantage of not reproducing the high 

energy bchavionr of the KQt phase shifts (since only the physical bound states 

occur in the Levinson relation in this case). lecently Michel and 

Reidencister*^ showed that phenoaenologicai shallow potentials having a — 
r 2 

singularity can reproduce the nicroscopic phase shifts in agreement with 
another extension of the Lerinson theorca proposed by Subsequently 
Baye1^ showed that supersyuBKtry applied to the Scbxodiiger equation 
establishes an exact relation between deep and shallow but singular local 
potentials, both of which are energy-independent. The potentials related in 
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this way are exactly phase equivalent, while their wave fuur.t.ioas are related, 
by a differential operator. Hot-ever, they produce a. different ncmber of borne* 
states, while preserving the l<evinson relation. The shallow potential has the 

.2 required r singularity to make this possible. 
Baye soccesfully applied this procedure to the rase of a+a scattering. 

Using the energy- independent local potential of Buck et al s^, which 
approximates the KI.P of the K M interaction in the low energy region, lie 
applied the supersytmetric relations to el inmate the two onplrysical PFS for 
£=0 and the one ITS for /=1 end obtained shallow hat strongly (- dependent 
potentials. These potentials compared veil with the veil-known shallow 
potentials of Ali and iBodmcr5'. Therefore they offer a more rigorous 
explanation of the phenomenological shallow potentials6' by relating the* to 
microscopic RCX interactions. 

However the exact FXP to a RCtf interaction is iatrinsically 
energy-dependent, since the nonlocality of the RGM interaction is represented 
by the energy-dependence of the equivalent local potential. llorinchi^ '9' 

explicitly derived the ELP for the n-a nonlocal HCM interaction and even in 
this case foand a substantial energy-dependence over a norc extended energy 
region. This energy-dependence becomes even norc pronounced for the 
scattering of heavier clusters than o+a, e.g. ^ D 1 6 1 0'. 

Unfortunately the supersymaetric relations between deep and shallow 
potentials employed by Kayc arc only applicable to energy-independent local 
potentials, since they are intrinsically related to inverse scattering theory 
as discussed by Sukamar 1 1'. The application of Baye's proccdore therefore 
depends crucially on the approximation of the energy-dependent EIP of Horinchi 
hy an energy- independent local potential at low cni'rgies. Such an 
approximation neglects thecnergy-dependence, which simulates the «oolocality 
of the RC31 interaction. It is this ion local ity of the ROM which is 
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responsible for the Paul i forbidden states in the first place however. 

Conseqncatiy the ELP for the Jtffl interaction as deronstrated in Horinchi's 

theory is inherently energy-dependent. 

Fortunately there is a way out of this diletna as we v i l l demonstrate in 

detail in the next sections. Froa the phase shifts and bound states 

(including the PI'S) of the energy-dependent EL? of Horiuchi we construct by 

means of the exact inverse scattering formaliso of Karcheako15', E-independent 

but /-dependent equivalent local potentials. These potentials are deep and 

non-singular since they lave t i e generalized PFS as the ELP of Horindti. 

ConscqBCntly they obey the generalized Le»inson theoren. 

tyO) - St(m) = iipr *• n^r , (1) 

where JL, = nuber of physical bound states and n = number of Paali forbidden 

states. 

In the second step wc eliainatc the PFS by means of supersywnetry 

accordiag to Bayc's prescription. The potentials obtained in this way are 

shallow and even more strongly /-dependent. They are also singular and 

satisfy Eq. (1) and therefore represent a rigorous explanation of the 

pJienoeeitological shallow potentials based on extensions of the Levin9on 

theorem in the context of the MM theory and Boritchi's "KM • VKB" approach. 

2. Scattering of Two Pinentrons 

To illustrate our method, we consider a particularly sinple nodel exanple 

of the scattering of tvo dinctitrons in the RKH, which was originally studied 

by Knkulin et a l u ' . The internal spatial function of the dinentron is chosen 
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as simple as possible, i.e. as a transi tionaJly-invariant shell-aodel 
function of (os) 2 configuration in its ground state i» a liaracnic oscillator 
veil of vidth paraaeter a: 

rfr) = (•/,)* exp (- * or 1) (2) 
a = mufVx 

The (2+2)-system corresponds to the shell-*odel configuration s ? p 2 . In 

this systea one 3-state of the relative notion is forbidden by the Paili 

principle and has the wave function 

*,(*) = (fcr/r)* exp (-<**) (3) 

The effective interaction is chosen to be of the forn 

V(r) =-V0(w+mPO exp (- 7 r 7 ) (4) 

where v and n are the usual Vigner and Bajorana admixtures respectively and P;; 

is the Hajorana operator. The direct potential is then given hy 

\W =-Vo £ ^ h

 {W 2a) exp [- *gL R (5) 

The exchange kernel of the JtGU consists of several terns given in i7i>. 

The solation <l(l) of the integro-differential equation of the MM is not 

necessarily orthogonal to the fnactiun f>(R). To obtain a physically 

neaniagfcl solution ô(H) however it should be orthogonal to ^o(R). 
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Ve therefore have ?(Jt) = P0^(R) 

where 

Po-s 1- | *o><*> I 

Xuknlin et al 1 3 ' ' shoved that the R6M equation cat be written as 

vherc 

yflt) = | dV \)n p-^'j exp [ - ( H I " 1 ) 1 ] *(*') (~) 
and 

CN(R) = - ¥ 0 (4»2«) [ ^ j ' «p(--2dt*) (8) 

with the additional orthogonality condition 

<*]*>> = 0 (9) 

The values of the parameters of the UN force are taken froa Snkulin ct 
al 1 3 ' and arc given by 

V 0 = 73 MeV, f = 0,46 fa" 2, «=•' = 0,5 viile 0 = 0,22 fa* 1. 

The BLP of the nonlocal interaction of Bq. (7) i s obtained 1>y using 

floriichi'3 irVKB • lQin aethod, which b this case reduces to the old Pery-Buck 

procedure14'. The ELI\ VD**L phase equivalent to the potential V0+fw is 

determined froa 

v t ( M ) n 0„(a) exp {(«/ti?(irt2T)) [¥,(*) • VL(E,H)-B]} (10) 
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Note that this potential is independent of I. 

This energy-dependent, potential haa a forbidden US state t/ilh a binding 

energy of about 8,3 HeV, which according to Kixkulin et a \ i a ' has a vave 

function very closely approximating ^ 0 0 - Therefore the orthogonality 

condition Eq. (9) i s automatically satisfied in this case. The)' al?n fouad 

that in the low energy region for E s 0, V (It) can be approximately 

represented by 

where VQ L = 20,5 HEY and * = 0,30 f«" respectively. 

The BLP however has a substantial energy-dependence which at lov energies 

can be represented by 

V E ) « V 6 ^ «P<"R/Eo) 

where Eo = 84 IteY. For E < Eo the veil depth of Y(H) = Y 0(I) + VJE,R) has 

the approximate form Yo(E) a Yo - \ E which clearly indicates that it is rot 

negligeable at a l l . This also shows np in the fact that V (R) given by Eq. 

(11) has a binding energy of only 7.67 MeV instead of 8.3 JfeY for YL(E,R) 

given by Cq. (10). 

3. Energy-independent Deep Potentials by MarchenVo's Inversion Method 

To be able to apply the snpersymetric scheac of Bayc we f i r s t have to 

generate E-independent but t-dependent potentials which have the sane spectra 

as the RP of Eq. (10), including the I'FS, by aoans of the MarchcnVo theory. 

The larchenko spectral inversion equation for each angnlar oomentun t is 

given by: 

l f ( r , s ) • P,(r ,s) • [" K^r . t ) ^ ( t , s ) dt * 0 m) 
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where, tlie input kernel F.(r,s) is obtained from the S-»atrix via 

F,(r t s) = (2i)-' C h ^ ( k r ) [1-S^k)] b^(ks)dk 

V n

F s 
+ £ Mi h j + ) ( k i ( r ) J + ) ( k i , 3 ) (13) 

i=l 

and where the IV' are liccati-Hankel functions for outgoing vave conditions, 

vbilc the Hi are the bound state normalization constants {where both tbe 

physical and forbidden boind states are included). Tbe local potential 

producing S,(k) is obtained from the diagonal part of tbe output kernel by 

V r > = - 2 h M r - r ) ( M ) 

Ve represent S*(k) in rational forn by 

¥ k ) = j , Fat < 1 5 > 

which allows us to perform the integral in £q. (13) analytically and solve Eq. 

(12) for K , ( r , s ) l 4 ' 1 5 , t 8 ' assuring arbitrary values for the nornalization 

constants 1\. It can be shown14' that only for a unique set of values of the 

Mi a short range potential is obtained. Otherwise the potentials V̂ (R) 

determined fro* Eq. (14) have long range t a i l s . In our sinplc oxaaplc only 

one Pauli forbidden state occurs for /=0 at -8.3 MeV, while no bound states 

arc preseit for U\, guaranteeing uniqueness of the potential in that case 1 4^. 

Tie bound state normalization parameter St is determined according to the 
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short range crrteriun as described it &efs- 14 and 15 and is given accurately 

by Hi = 9.99. For t>\ the potential V-(r) obtained by inversion already arc 

the shallow f-depeudent potentials v& *cre looking for. Eovever for l^d we 

s t i l l have a deep potential (althongh now independent of the energy) with a 

PPS. In Fig. 1 we show YB(r), ¥ 0(r) • Yj(0,r), ?D(r) + VL(Eb,r) {where Eb = 

-8.3 MeV) and ^(r)» tte potential obtained by Marchenko inversion of the 

whole spectra* of YD(r) + VL(E,r) for *=0. 

4. Retioval of Panli Forbidden State 

Ve now proceed to remove the PFS at Kb = -8.3 HeV froa the srpectrun of 

VT(r) using Baye's snpersyiMKtric scheme^. 

In this nethod the Daniltonian in units where n?/2n = 1 is given by: 

I dr* J 
where Vo inclndes the centrifugal, Couloob and nuclear potentials. The 

HaoiltooJan Bo and its 8apcrsytwetric partner Hi are factorized as 

lo ~ A9 Aj + c 9 , l | = io Ao + eo (16) 

ahere 

tt = (*•)* = - a? • 3F /• to(co) 

The nodeless ware Function #o(<o) is the solution of the Schrfidinger equation 

at the factorization energy <<>• Vc aust therefore have to < Eo » where Eo 

is the groundstate energy of U«, while the eigenfunctions to(E) and *i (E) of 

Ho and Bi are related by 

t,(E) - (E- ««)"* A» to(K) (17) 
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The choice of <rg = £Q nakcs tie spectrum of SV identical to the 

spectrin of Ho, except for the absence of the ground state of Bo- la this 

case the potential corresponding to Hi is give* by 

Yt = Yo - 2 £ - it t o ^ 6 ' ) (18) 
dr2 

2 - 2 

For small values of r ve have Yt ~ V9 + 2(/+l) r » (£»l)(*+2) r , 

which behaves as a nonsingular potential with aognlar Boaestoa t. However V| 

and Vo are not phase equivalent. To achieve this the snpersyametric partner 

Uj of Hi with ei = E$ as factor i7.at ion energy is required. Since t\ < Ei 

the ground state energy of \ , the fmiction ft (ej) is not square integrable 

and behaves asymptotically as exp (+ 70r), *here 70 = (-Bo ) , but can be 

chosen to be regnlar at r=0. The bound state spectra of Hi and B2 are 

identical. To any physical state of Ij witb jiergy E corresponds a state of 

flj with the wave function 

fa(E) = ( E T - F ) ' 1 A*, AJ to(E) (19) 

where *?(£) and to(B) have the saae phase shift, and 61 (E) = £» (B) and vfcere 

ti(E) is noraali7^Jble for the bound states. The corresponding potential is 

given by 

V2 = v 0 . 2 ^ - / n [to(Eo01) ^(Ko 0 ' )] W 
dr 2 

which behaves for small r l i ie 

Y2 - Yr> • 2 ( 2 M ) r"* - (*+2){/*3) r * (21) 
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The singular potential Yj is shallow and has one bound state less than VB. 

Prom the equality of the phase shifts it follows that 6.(0) - 6,(») i s the 

sane for Yo and V?, in spite of Y2 Laving oie hound state les3 than V0 as 

proved by Swan7'. This two-step process can be iterated to remove all the 

nonfhysical bound states. 

5. ftesnlts 

Applying the procedure described in the previous section to eliminate the 

PFS at -8.3 IleY fro* the deep potential VoM(r), obtained by Karcheako 

inversion aid show in Fig. 1, we find the corresponding phase equivalent 

shallov potential V 0

S l ( r ) having no bound state. If. i s shown in Fig. 2, 

together with the tmphysical potential V0 ' (r) obtained in the intermediate 

st«) which corresponds to Eq. (18). It is seen that the potential Vo"'(r) is 

purely repnlsive in spite of having a phase shift with the property £o(0) = x, 

like the original Vc(Etr) and YoM(r). This is possible as discussed in 

Section 4 because of its r" singularity. The potentials Y<> (r), YB ^(r) and 

Yi [r) are compared in Fig. 3, which demonstrates that the /-dependence of the 

shallov potentials represented by YoS*(r) and V^r), is very proaonneed. Even 

the f irst step, consisting of jest removing the 8-dependence by inversion, 

already results in a strong /-dependence as is seen by comparing Y0(r) and 

Vf(r). 

Finally like Baye for a-a scattering, we take t ic potential VB(i) + 

YL(0,r) which approximately represents the ELP at low energies and is 

&-independent as the starting point of the snpcrsvmm.etric construction of the 

shallow potential. This potential has a PFS at Eb = -0.74 KeY. In this case 

the Marcheako inversion as an intermediate step can be omitted even for /=0 

dne to the absence of an E-dependence. This shallow potential is conpared in 

Pig> 4, to the one derived previously for /^0, using Vtt(r) • VL(E,r) by 

employing Karchenko inversion, while their phase shifts are compared in Pig. 

h. It iw seen that, neglecting the energy Aupwdfinw of Y (E,r) of fty. (10) 
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and replacing it by V (0»r), docs have a considerable effect on the phase 

shift at energies 50 IfeY. TJie potentials thewelves also differ substantially 

in the region froa ! to 3 fa. 

6. Conclusions 

la cone Ins ion ve have presetted a eataeaatically rigorous schene to 

obtain shallow singular potentials vhich are strictly phase equivalent to a 

given RCM nonlocal interaction excloding the Panli forbidden states while 

sti l l satisfying the generalised Levinson theorea for the MM phase shifts. 

The schese does not depend on the neglect of the energy-dependence of the 

deep local potential of Uorinchi equivalent to the &QL Its ai» is achieved 

by converting the B-dependence of the fXP into an /-dependence by means of 

Marchenko inversion aethod im a first step. In the second atep these itep 

/-dependent potettials are transforaed into shallow /-dependent singular 

potentials by nsing ftaye's stpcrsyaaetric scheme for removing all the Pauli 

forbidden states. This two-step procedure in general increases the 

/- dependence as compared to the one obtained vhei an approximate £- independent 

ELP valid for low energies only is eaployed as in Baye's exaaple for o-o 

scattering. 

In the first step (Marchenko inversion) the phase shift and bound state 

spectrum of the WDI interaction can be used diractly as input. The 

construction of the deep ELP is not even accessary for this purpose. In this 

vay exact phase equivalence between the MM interaction and the shallow 

potentials can be achieved. This could be of soae isportance if the 

energy-dependent ELP of lorinchi i s not quite phase equivalent to the RGM 

interaction, within the accuracy required. Even in the case the construction 

of the deep local and energy-dependent H? to the MM interaction is of course 

still very useful /or comparison purposes. 
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F1GURK CAPTMNS 

Fig. 1 The direct potential VD(r) , Hie ELP at 7.ero energy VD(r) + 
V L (0 ,r) , and at Eb = -8 .3 MeV i . e . YD(r) • VJEt .r ) , and the 

potential V 0 ( r ) > obtained by Marclienko inversion of the vhole 
spectra* of VD(r) + * L ( E » r ) f ° r t'-b* * " plotted. 

Pi& 2 Tjs potentials V?(r) - - - - , for S-vaves and vj'(r) - - , 
for p-vaves obtained by Karchenko inversion of the 
corresponding spectra prodnced by the fu l l equivalent local 
potential Y_(r) + V (B,r) are shown. Ve also plot the 

potential Vo^ (r) obtained by the f i r s t step described 

by tq. (18) in the supersyroetric procedure to reaove the PFS 

and the f ianl potential Yo^(r) , vhich is phase 

equivalent to Yo(r), bet has no bonnd s tate . The potential 

Yo (r) has a r singularit) described by Eq. (21). 

Pig.3 Ve coapare the potentials Vj(r) - • > Y?(r) - - - - - , 

and Yo^(r) described in the caption of Fig.2, to 
i l lustrate their t-dependence. 

Fig.4 The xitntial Vjf(r) , i s compared to the potential 

Vo 8 ( r ) obtained by applying Baye's snpersywifttric 
reaova) of the PPS an -7 .76 HeY oi the energy- indepdendent 

potential Y n(r) + V L (0 ,r ) , i . e . V o ^ r ) have the same phase 
shift. 

Pig.5 The phase shifts of Y«S2(r) Y 0

S 2(r) (which is 
phase equivalent to the potential VD(r) + VL(E,r)) are 
compared. For tbe definition of the potentials see previous 
figure captions. 
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